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Spend! A Stimulating Day With Young People
We need your help! A central part of any Science Fair is the
evaluation of the exhibits by working professional scientists
and engineers . For the International Science and Engineering
Fair, we will need nearly 250 judges. These must be practicing scientists or engineers with advanced degrees associated
with Colleges or Universities, Industry, Government Laboratories, or Medical Centers. Wayne Wolsey, Associate Professor of Chemistry at Macalester College, and Larry Conroy,
Professor of Chemistry at the University of Minnesota have
agreed to head up the Judging Committee . A main function
of the Judging Co-chairmen will be to select a set of Team
Chairmen who will have major responsibility for the recruitment of judges in their discipline . The following areas
are the categories in which projects are judged, along with
the approximate number of judges required.

Category

Approximate
number of Judges

Behavioral and Social Sciences
Biochemistry
Botany
Chemistry
Earth and Space Sciences
Engineering
Mathematics and Computers
Medicine and Health
Microbiology
Physics
Zoology

14
13
13

17
20
30
15

25
19
18
18

It is the intent of the Judging Committee to identify the
Team Chairmen early, perhaps even this year. The approach
will be to work through the various professional societies,
the University of Minnesota, and various industrial concerns
to choose people.
It would help the judges to gain experience if at least some
of them could judge exhibits in either the Twin Cities Regional Science Fair or the State Science Fair in 1979. Professor Wolsey will be on sabbatical leave in England for the
1978 - 1979 academic year so Professor Conroy will be the
local contact person for that period.
Judging is basically a one-day operation , with each judge
interviewing a number of exhibitors in his or her category on
the basis of Creative Ability, Scientific Thought/Engineering
Goals, Thoroughness, Skill and Clarity. Winners will be
chosen within each category . Special awards presented by
national professional societies , branches of the U.S. Government, or major national industries will be selected by another
set of judges coming in part from outside the Twin Cities.
This group will number approximately 250. Lunch and
Dinner will be provided judges by the host committee. Also
there will be a special judges' dance and social following
judging activities. We think it will be exciting and rewarding
for all.
Persons interested in judging exhibits at the 1980 International Science and Engineering Fair may contact either:

Dr. Wayne C. Wolsey
Chemistry Department
Macalester College
St. Paul, MN. 55105
647-6352
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Dr. Larry Conroy
Chemistry Department
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN. 55455

373-2336

29

A Special Issue of Your Journal
This is a special issue of the Journal . It is being published with two goals related to the International Science and Engineering
Fair (ISEF) to be held in Saint Paul in 1980 under the sponsorship of the Minnesota Academy of Science.
The first purpose of this special edition is to acquaint Academies of Science throughout the country and abroad, and sponsors
and prospective supporters of the ISEF with the Minnesota Junior Academy youth programs.
A second purpose is to emphasize the importance of the ISEF program and the current magnitude of responsibilities assumed by
local sponsorship even though the event is well in the future.

This special issue of the Journal will be distributed to Minnesota Academy members, libraries and the other usual recipients . In
addition, it will be circulated wherever advance information can strengthen support of the ISEF, thereby assuring its success.

Correction

A printing error in the previous issue of the Journal, Volume
43, No. 3, resulted in an incorrect listing of Academy membership dues in the application form on the back cover. The
correct figure for regular membership dues is $1 S annually.
Other dues categories are as previously stated : Sustaining,
$20; Graduate Students, $3; Undergraduates, $1.
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IN 1980, WITH YOUR HELP,
THE INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING FAIR
WILL BE HELD l'N MINNESOTA

For Additional Fair Information Contact:

David P. Bender
Operations Chairman ISEF
Minnes.ota Zoological Garden
12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road
Apple Valley, MN. 55124

